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When a player makes a run, dribbles, shoots, or dashes to make a pass, the game’s technology
captures this movement data and sends the information to a processing system. This system then
leverages the data to power every single on-screen action. In preparation for the launch of FIFA 22,
EA invited fans to join in on this motion capture session at the EA SPORTS™ FIFA World Cup™ Fan
Event this week. Below are some of the highlights of the session and a quick look at how the data
from the motion capture will power the gameplay in FIFA 22. Bio as Player Each player’s bio has

been made even more accurate with a focus on how the individual player moves, what they like and
dislike, and how they use the ball when they have it in certain situations. In FIFA 20, the top-rated

players in the world would use their intelligence to dictate the pace of the match and would manage
the game like a true General Manager, but this season the game has been re-written to use some of
the player’s moves and traits to inform the action on the pitch. This year, FIFA 22 will have a focus

on real-life players’ unique traits and more individual tiki-taka action. Players will have more creative
options using the ball. The best players in the world will be closely integrated into the game’s
personality. Improving Players' Feel This season the game will make enhancements to player

movement and physics to improve the way players move around the pitch. Players will be able to
drift off-balance, deflect the ball or hold on to the ball better. Players will also be able to store the

ball and recover the ball for more shots. This season, players will feel more connected to the ball and
the ball will connect to players more naturally, making them seem more dynamic and natural.

Improved Player Intelligence The intelligence level of players on the pitch will be increased and they
will react quicker to different situations, making it easier for players to drive the action, dictate the
pace, and control the match. Players will react more intelligently to their teammates, the ball and

their opponents as players will feel more connected to the ball and each other, increasing the
intensity of the matches. Enriched Opponent Intelligence Improved AI technology will make the

hardest opponents in the world more intelligent and challenging by
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Features Key:

Bookie, Bulldog, Bounty Hunter, Psychic, Gambler, Cheap Shot, Stand In, Hustle.
Choice of 1 shirt, 1 skin and 4 wallpapers.
Chip, laser and other special effects to increase injury risk.
Global offensive and playmaker ratings, international leagues, tactics, and more.
Key improvements to the Manager mode where you develop the squad using real-world
player stats, discover worlds that are otherwise off limits and decide who should play where.
'HyperMotion' mechanic brings spectacular, ball-dependent, movement of players on the
pitch, carefully designed in partnership with vision experts, and combined with novel
contextual animations that bring real human movement to the game. This ambitious
simulation project is finally on the brink of becoming a reality.
Full integration of the new dribble system – it's simple, but crazy fun.
All-new goal celebrations and context-sensitive celebrations, plus the ability to hang on to
the ball during gameplay as never before.

FIFA 18 introduces "Leadership", the first of a series of brand-new features. Leadership allows you to
take direct control over squad dynamics and deliver real-time direction in-game. With your

Leadership rating as the key influencing factor, you will be able to lead from the trenches and
dominate the pitch. Once you have taken control of the team's play, direct your coaching style and

guide your players into becoming the best team in the world.

FIFA 18 Key features: Leadership, Tutorials, Tutorials, Tutorials,
Tutorials.

Use your new Leadership system to change everything about your playstyle right down to
customising your appearance, your animations and your preferred formation.
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FIFA is the world’s leading sports video game brand. The FIFA series has sold over 250 million copies
around the world, and is the best-selling sports franchise of all time. FIFA has become the global

standard of excellence in sports gaming, with a pedigree rivaled by only the most prestigious sports
franchises. FIFA video games have been crowned the Best Sports Game of the Year by many game

publications. FIFA is the leading football simulation video game, and the most realistic football game
available. It’s unmatched in sports gaming. What’s new in FIFA? The Official FIFA Calendar. FIFA uses
the worldwide calendar to create an accurate representation of the offseason and beyond. The new

calendar includes your favorite teams, events and celebrations. Pro Evolution Soccer. At the direction
of Konami, FIFA delivered an authentic and deep soccer experience in association with the Premier

League in 2019. Play as almost any player in the world. FIFA 20 introduced to the game a wildly
diverse set of playable players, creating the most diverse roster of real-world players in the
franchise. This year, FIFA delivers the global standard of play with more than 3000 carefully

reviewed and selected in-game players, new innovations in field & stadium visuals, real-world kits,
more realistic player traits, game intelligence & unpredictability, and more. Own the pitch in Ultimate

Team. UT is now in Ultimate Team Classic Seasons mode. Completing these season-long matches
rewards you with up to 4,000 Coins. Start by winning matches with the most overpowered lineup,

unlock new formations and build your Ultimate Team with more exciting and creative ways than ever
before. Play with real captains. We’re bringing back the Franchise Mode, with the introduction of a

new campaign mode called Career Mode. It combines the foundation of Seasons, Leagues and Cups.
Season Game Modes FIFA 20 introduced to the game a wildly diverse set of playable players,

creating the most diverse roster of real-world players in the franchise. We now have dozens of teams
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to choose from, plus several kits, colors and patterns to create your perfect squad. Play in Seasons,
Leagues and Cups. In addition to the new Career Mode, we have Seasons, Leagues and Cups in

Ultimate Team. Complete these matches for Coins, XP, customization tokens and more. bc9d6d6daa
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FIFA Ultimate Team is a new way to build, customize, and manage your very own soccer squad in
Madden Ultimate Team mode. Create your own players, kits, and teams; build the best squad you
can from over 300 real-world players; compete in authentic leagues and tournaments around the
world; earn cards to add to your virtual collection; level up your gamerscore; and enjoy real-world
game-day moments in every part of the match. Ultimate Team Experience – The biggest and most
authentic franchise experience on PS4. Make trades, manage your squad, collect your virtual cards,

compete in Real Teams, and win licensed leagues with your teammates. FIFA Manager – FIFA
Manager lets you play as a manager in FIFA. Build a squad, collect real-world player cards, and

manage a league. The FIFA Manager-series boasts a selection of the most captivating managers and
players in the world. EA Sports Active – EA Sports Active is the best of fitness, now you can bring

your FIFA career into the real world. Controllers – The FIFA 20 PS4 controller features a comfortable
design and the most advanced sensor technology that will improve your skills on the pitch. Improved
thumbsticks and precision trigger buttons provide a greater precision and feel to your game, while

the new Dual Analog and D-pad designs make it easy to navigate your way through the pitch.
Designs – The PS4 FIFA 20 designs include a fine touch for the comfortable feel, and the visuals of

the FIFA logo and number light up on the back of the PlayStation®4 system to draw players’
attention to what’s happening on the pitch. NFC Chipped FIFA 20 – Get PS4™ FIFA 20 with the RFID-

enabled NFC chip that allows you to scan your in-game card to access your favorite content and
features, and show your FIFA Ultimate Team collection. Show, share and collect your FIFA 20

content: - Score your greatest moments in your Best Moments feature - Get your teammates’ Best
Moments in My Player feature - Define your lifestyle in My Style - Launch the live matches you play in

the Watch Live feature Collect your videos with the FIFA 20 camera app: - Record and share your
highlights from the pitch - Watch your best goals, saves and celebrations in FIFA Ultimate Team

Moments - View your recent FIFA Moments on the FIFA 20 camera app

What's new in Fifa 22:

Introducing "HyperMotion Technology," which uses motion
capture data collected from 22 real-life players playing a
complete, high-intensity football match in motion capture
suits.
We’ve constructed a more skill-based training interface –
allowing you to practice whenever, however, and for as
long as you want. Train, play and fine tune your controls
before you go pro.
We’ve brought back the Pichichi Trophy for the players’
seasons – awarded to the top goalscorer in the game for its
position in the game.
Take on the Atlanta United team, in a unique match at the
Maracana, Brazil’s national stadium.
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Full press release:

FIFA 22 introduces "HyperMotion Technology,” which uses
motion capture data collected from 22 real-life players
playing a complete, high-intensity football match in motion
capture suits. The data collected from player movements,
tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to power
FIFA 22 gameplay. GAME MODES Career Mode – Live out
your dreams as both a manager and a player in FIFA 22.
Create the newest club in FIFA, design your kits, style your
stadium, and choose whether to compete with the elite or
rise up from the lower divisions as you manage your club
to glory. Or test your skills as a player, with a more
immersive Player Career mode that gives you more ways
to progress, achieve, and immerse yourself in your Pro’s
journey through the game. FIFA Ultimate Team.
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